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What’s
holding you back?

Helping people discover God’s path to hope, faith, and freedom
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www.livingfree.org

For More Info and Resources
www.livingfree.org

Visit Us Online!

Our Mission
Living Free’s purpose is to provide Christ-centered small 

group training and focused discipleship curriculum 
through local churches to help people turn to God and 

His resources when dealing with life’s problems.



On the surface, many people seem to lead happy 
and successful lives. However, below the surface, 
life-controlling issues are keeping them from fully 
becoming the person God desires them to be. 

The barriers to true spiritual freedom come in 
many shapes and sizes. Because people and 
lifestyles are different, so are what controls 
an individuals thoughts and actions. A “one 
size fits all” approach simply cannot meet the 
needs of everyone. The best approach is to 
meet people where they are.

Living Free exists to provide churches and 
communities with Christ-centered guidance 
resources and training to help people 
turn to God and His resources 
when dealing with life’s problems. 
Through self-examination, this 
customizable guidance program 
promotes a compassionate and safe 
environment where God speaks to 
individuals directly and lives are 
changed forever. 

A “one size fits 
all” approach 
simply cannot 

meet the needs 
of everyone.
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The truth is, everyone struggles with sin and it can 
manifest itself in various forms. With a focus on 
moving churches toward a deeper relationship with 
Christ and His purpose, Living Free helps those 
hiding behind their “Sunday Smiles” toward godly 
freedom. 

Living Free is a safe place where people examine 
what might be holding them back and find 
strength to move ahead. They are places where 
people learn to drop unnecessary burdens and 
make choices that help them grow to their full 
potential in Christ.

A multi-
denominational 

effort, encouraging 
the community of 
believers to work 

together!

church-centered growth and healing

• prisons
• halfway houses
•  crisis pregnancy 

centers
•  surrounding 

neighborhoods
•  inner-cities 

and, so much more!

referral and non-residential recovery groups
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community

You don’t have to look very hard to find someone 
suffering from the effects of life-controlling issues 
in your community or neighborhood. Imagine a 
community where believers are fulfilling the great 
commission by providing people outside the 
church with hope, faith and freedom. 

Living Free Community provides the resources 
to help establish a non-residential or referral 
ministry by utilizing a small-group strategy. 

attitudes • behaviors • emotions •  
relationships • substances

The path to freedom  
is waiting for you.

• Bible-centered

•  Powerful 
Outreach

•  Benefits for 
Everyone

•  More than 
Recovery


